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The ATOP blockchain has its own native token known as ATOP coin. It is designed to serve the following

Concept

purposes in the network.

General Concepts

Transaction Fee. The ATOP coin will be used to pay fees for all transactions in the ATOP OFP network.

Token Economy

Staking. ATOP coin will be used as a staking token to secure the PoS blockchain.

Infrastructure

Service Fee. ATOP coin will be used to pay service fee for coming financial services such as remittance,
payment, insurance, etc.

Node Topology
Cloud Native Platform
CLI Command
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Rewards
The validator and its delegators can share the following rewards by proportion:
Inflation Inflation exists to incentivize ATOP coin holders to stake. The more staked ATOP coins are, more
secure the network become(Read more about Staking).
Inflation will be distributed every block. Inflation rate in ATOP blockchain for the first year will be 13%. This
ration could be adjusted by parameter-change proposals.
Delegator Reward ATOP coin holders can delegate their coins to a specific validator who can contribute to
keep ATOP network secure and stable instead of coin holders. By delegating their own ATOP coins, holders
can acquire the revenue in proportion to the amount of their delegated ATOP coins. 70% of total revenue is
given to delegators.
Validator Reward Each validator receives revenue in proportion to its total stake. However, before this
revenue is distributed to its delegators, the validator can apply a commission for providing staking services.
30% of total revenue is given to validators.
Fee Each transaction needs a fee for compensating validators. These fees can be paid with ATOP coin. Fees
are distributed to validators in proportion to their stake. A minimum fee is set in ATOP network.
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